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ABSTRACT
This thesis investigates a technique to effectively construct and simulate costumes
from a stage production Medea, in a dynamic cloth simulation application like Maya’s
nDynamics. This was done by using data collected from real-world fabric tests and
costume construction in the theatre’s costume studio. Fabric tests were conducted and
recorded, by testing costume fabrics for drape and behavior with two collision objects.
These tests were recreated digitally in Maya to derive appropriate parameters for the
digital fabric, by comparing with the original reference. Basic mannequin models were
created using the actors’ measurements and skeleton-rigged to enable animation. The
costumes were then modeled and constrained according to the construction process
observed in the costume studio to achieve the same style and stitch as the real costumes.
Scenes selected and recorded from Medea were used as reference to animate the actors’
models. The costumes were assigned the parameters derived from the fabric tests to
produce the simulations. Finally, the scenes were lit and rendered out to obtain the final
videos which were compared to the original recordings to ascertain the accuracy of
simulation. By obtaining and refining simulation parameters from simple fabric collision
tests, and modeling the digital costumes following the procedures derived from real-life
costume construction, realistic costume simulation was achieved.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
For any computer generated feature aiming for realism, certain factors make or
break the authenticity of the final product; a major one being the behavior of the
costumes on the characters. An audience has instinctual knowledge of the look and
behavior of fabrics and subconsciously expects the same from these films. Any minor
error, even if not specifically detected, will definitely create a sense of wrongness in the
audience, which negates the aim of achieving realism. Hence, given the multitude of
cloth fabrics and costume constructions, it would be useful to generate the costume by
deriving parameters for simulated versions by testing and comparing them with physical
samples of the fabric, and also modeling the digital costumes according to the
construction process used for the real-life versions.
The advent of 3D animated films has created a demand for applications dedicated
to simulating realistic cloth. An important example is the Shrek film series by
Dreamworks Animation, in which the interaction of the fabric of different gowns from
the medieval period with the characters and their surroundings, and the interplay with the
lighting set up in each scene is a great example for the evolution of simulation from using
soft body solvers to dedicated cloth solvers implemented for costumes. A more recent
example is Pixar’s Brave. The wide range of costume styles, fabrics and the wear and
tear displayed in the texture of each character costume displays the advanced level of
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cloth simulators in the film industry. This project is inspired by the increasing realism
achieved in costume fabric behavior observed in this field.
The goal of this project was to achieve realistic costume simulation from realworld studies. For this purpose, the costumes being designed for the play Medea, by
Clemson’s theatre department, were considered. Though the story of the play itself is
based on a Greek myth, the director’s vision for the look of the play was meant to be
timeless, which was incorporated into the costume designs. So the designer included
fabrics and design elements from a range of time periods into the final costumes. For the
purpose of this project, the selected costumes presented several different technical and
artistic challenges in terms of both design and simulation. The two costumes chosen are
shown in Figure 1. The one on the right is of the titular character Medea, and the one on
the left is of one of the ladies from the chorus. Each costume provided its own unique
challenges; Medea’s costume had a lot of sectional gathering at different parts, and the
chorus costume contained some unique uneven folds midway down the fall of the skirt.
Also, it was composed of two layers; the shirt and the dress on top, which also provided
the challenge of separate clothing interacting in layers.
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Figure 1: Selected Costumes from the play Medea.

The following chapter gives a brief overview on the history of cloth modeling,
and the models derived from real-world data capture. Following that, the procedures used
for modeling, testing and implementing the costume simulation for the selected dresses is
described in detail. The comparison of images from the final simulations and original
videos comprises the results and conclusion chapters.
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CHAPTER TWO
BACKGROUND
History of Cloth Modeling
Breen [2000] presented a paper in which he summarized the evolution of cloth
modeling over the last century till the year 2000. The following text about the same topic
draws heavily from this paper.
Studies in cloth dynamics began in the textile industry in the mid 1930s when F.T.
Pierce [1937] first developed and analyzed a cloth model, detailing the geometric
relationships among yarns at a yarn crossing. Several models followed in the next few
decades which based their underlying structure on the Pierce model. The main issue with
all these models was that they dealt separately with components of cloth mechanical
behavior, tensile, bending and shearing properties. The complexity arising from all these
components interacting with each other was never fully addressed, since most of the
models were based on a 2-dimensional cross-section of a yarn crossing. Kawabata, Niwa
and Kawai [1973a, 1973b, 1973c] developed a true 3-dimensional yarn-crossing
structure, which included the compressibility properties of yarn. They studied and
recorded real world information about fabrics such as compressibility, bending rigidity,
tensile properties, and the torque required to twist two crossed yarns, which were then
plugged into their modeling structure instead of modeling all components of a yarn
crossing mathematically. This research further led to the development of the Kawabata
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Evaluation System which is used, to this day, to measure the mechanical properties of
fabrics, such as tensile, shear, pure bending, compression, surface friction and roughness.
The computer graphics community became involved in cloth modeling and
simulation in the late 1980s. The initial approach was focused on modeling cloth as
composed of continuous elastic structures, by applying elasticity theory to predict the
deformation of cloth. Jerry Weil [1986] proposed a geometric approach that approximates
the folds in cloth model hanging from several constraint points. The cloth is modeled
topologically as a 2-dimensional grid of 3-dimensional points. There is no mechanical
information included in this model; instead stiffness is modeled with a second-order
distance constraint. He also included a rendering technique where the cloth would be
rendered as if composed of a collection of cylinders.
In mid to late 1980s, Terzopoulos, Platt, Barr and Fleischer, developed a wide
range of deformable physically based models, based on continuum mechanics and
differential geometry [Terzopoulos et al., 1987; Terzopoulos and Fleischer, 1988a,
1988b]. They presented a simplified set of equations based on elasticity theory that
described elastic and inelastic deformations, interactions with solid geometry, and
fracture for flexible curves, surfaces and solids using Lagrange’s equations of motion.
Since cloth’s fine-grained structure is not microscopic, the assumptions made for
continuum techniques were less appropriate, particularly when the simulation mesh sizes
approached the same order of magnitude as those of the underlying structures. Hence,
cloth modeling using continuum technique did not display the complex buckling and
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folding behavior of real cloth without special adjustments made to the representation.
Along with the deformation energy equations, Terzopoulos et al. also presented a unified
computational framework that allowed them to calculate forces arising from deformations
and also those produced by environmental factors, such as gravity, drag and collisions
with solid objects. By applying finite difference and finite element methods within this
framework to their models, they created a 3 dimensional cloth-like structure that bend,
fold, wrinkle, interact with solid geometry, and even tear.
Kunii and Gotoda [1990] presented a wrinkle free modeling technique which was
a hybrid of the physically based and geometry based approaches. By performing a
dynamic analysis on a small deformable sheet, they were able to identify a small set of
characteristic deformations for wrinkling cloth, which they defined as cloth wrinkle
modeling primitives. In order to produce an animation of a wrinkling cloth, they created
an artificial network of these primitives and calculated their response to changing
geometric constraints. This approach used some of the physically based modeling
techniques, but the wrinkle distribution in the cloth was predefined, hence it did not
provide an accurate and general model for wrinkling cloth.
Magnenat-Thalmann and Thalman [1992, 1995, 1996] expanded on the
Terzopoulos et al. general model during the late 1980s till mid 1990s, by developing an
elastic deformation model specifically for cloth. The major change they made to this
previous model was the way damping and collisions were handled. The potential field
around each model element to produce collision response, as suggested by Terzopoulos,
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would result in inappropriately springy behavior when used for cloth, if the field is too
strong. The collision handling in this case was changed to perfectly inelastic behavior by
applying the principle of conservation of momentum. They also developed computational
methods required for collision detection and producing animation of complete sets of
clothing.
Breen and House [1992] developed a non-continuum particle model for cloth’s
draping behavior. This model treats cloth as a mechanism of interacting mechanical parts
rather than a continuous substance, and derives its macro-scale dynamic properties from
the micro-mechanical interactions between threads, with crossing points of the warp and
weft treated as particles. These particles would interact with adjacent particles and the
environment through mechanical connections represented by energy functions. A
stochastic gradient descent technique [House et al., 1992] was used to relax the cloth
particles towards a final equilibrium position, giving the drape of the cloth. By comparing
with the results from the Kawabata Evaluation System for fabrics [Breen et al., 1994],
they showed how this model could be used to recreate the draping behavior of specific
fabrics accurately. But this model produces only the draped configurations without trying
to create cloth motion. Eberhardt, Weber and Strasser [1996] reformulated the basic
energy equations suggested in the Breen and House model by using Lagrangian
dynamics, to compute the dynamic behavior of the cloth motion. They symbolically
computed the forces acting on the particles using the Runga-Kutta method with an
adaptive step-size control for solving the model’s differential equations.
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Baraff and Witkin [1998], described a cloth continuum model by presenting a
computational framework for producing cloth simulations based on implicit integration.
Their approach resulted in generating animations requiring significantly less CPU time
than previously published methods. Their cloth model is composed of triangular meshes,
each of which has assigned geometric conditions that are straightforward to evaluate. The
internal strain energy of the cloth model is defined as a function of a geometric vector
condition which is used to maintain soft constraints or stretching between corners of the
triangles, shearing within triangles, and bending along triangle edges.
Dias, Gamito, and Rebordao [2000], presented a continuum mechanical model of
woven cloth computed on a mesh of discrete triangles. They divided their model into two
components, one to capture planar tensile and shearing behavior, and the other to capture
out-of-plane bending behavior. The theory of elasticity was used to model the planar
deformations whereas the out-of-plane components allow for linear elastic and non-linear
bending displacements. The non-linear behavior was computed with piece-wise linear
approximations of measured mechanical data.
Most of the above mentioned theories come under the category of sheet-based
models which approximate the overall behavior of cloth as an elastic sheet [Terzopoulos
et al. 1987; Baraff and Witkin 1998]. The second category of cloth simulation, yarnbased models, use yarns as their primary simulation primitive and rely on yarn-yarn
contact forces to mediate deformations which include models and simulators focused on
the yarn crossings in woven fabrics [Kawabata et al. 1973; Breen and House 1992]. Yarn-
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based simulators capture nonlinear deformations such as knits which are difficult to
duplicate in sheet-based models but at the same time significantly increase computation
time making them much slower than the sheet-based models.
Kaldor, James and Marschner [2010] proposed a method for approximating
penalty-based contact forces in yarn-yarn collisions by computing the exact response at
one time-step, then using a rotated linear force model to approximate forces in nearby
deformed configurations. They used the fact that internal contacts in a yarn model are
coherent: they tend to persist throughout the simulation, and the local yarn shape changes
slowly, to make the supposition that sufficient accuracy can be obtained with infrequent
updates to the approximation, which were done adaptively in space and time. They also
reduced the time to detect new contacts by tracking contact models using a space-time
scheduler. This model resulted in a 7- to 9-fold speedup in contact processing and a 4- to
5-fold overall speedup, enabling them to simulate character-scale garments.
Yuksel, Kaldor, James and Marschner [2012] presented a new modeling
technique that built yarn-level models of complex knitted garments for virtual characters.
They used a polygonal model that represents the large-scale surface of the knitted cloth as
an input, and generated a finer mesh, called a stitch mesh, representing the layout of
stitches in the garment. The stitch mesh was an abstraction for representing the desired
yarn curves that allowed for simpler visualization and interactive editing. By
manipulating this mesh and assigning stitch types to its faces, the user would be able to
replicate a variety of complicated knitting patterns. The curve model representing the
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yarn was generated from the stitch mesh, then the final shape was computed by a yarnlevel physical simulation that would locally relax the yarn into realistic shape while
preserving global shape of the garment, and hence the yarn geometry produced would be
suitable for dynamic simulation. The objective was to efficiently generate yarn-level
models of knitted clothing with a wide variety of patterns that would otherwise be
impractical to model using traditional techniques.
Cloth Models from Real-World Data
Over the years, with the development in technology and increasing ease of
availability, realistic cloth models are being created using real life data capture. Jojic and
Huang [1997] presented a method to estimate cloth draping parameters from range data
of real drape. The cloth model which was used in their simulation was treated as a
particle system with springs handling stretching behavior. The parameters in the model
which would affect the final drape were the diagonal-to-axial strength ratio that controls
the shearing, the bending constants and the mass of the particle. The range points,
obtained from a range finder, were organized over a smooth surface over which the
model of the sample can be draped. The external forces are also derived from the range
data such that the model drape would be similar to the scanned cloth. They used the 3D
chamfer method to speed up force assignment and collision detection algorithms; the 3D
matrix containing the approximate distances to the range data at any point in a certain
volume, which would help evaluate the possibility of collisions. They also created a 3D
index matrix, containing the indices of the closest range points for each entry which
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allowed for intersection tests. In an analysis-by-synthesis method, the algorithm
compares the drape of the simulated model with the range data and searches for the best
fit. The simulation consisted of two phases. First, the model would be draped over the
range data and is attracted by the data as well as by integration. Second, once the model
had reached its rest position, the particles corresponding to the pieces supported by the
underlying object at the time of scanning would be fixed in this position by simulating
strong friction between the cloth and the collision object. The mean distance between the
particles and the range data would then be computed, and this approximation forwarded
to a multivariate minimization routine. The shape estimate would be updated after each
change of parameters.
Following a similar procedure, Bhat, Twigg, Hodgins, Khosla, Popovic, and Seitz
[2003] devised a method to derive cloth simulation parameters from video data of real
fabric. They built a perceptually motivated metric based on matching between folds,
which is used to compare two video sequences of cloth, one real and the other simulated,
and returns a number that measures the difference in their folds. A modified version of
the cloth model proposed by Baraff and Witkin [1998] was used for the simulation
aspect. Since implicit integration introduced damping which could not be eliminated by
optimized parameters, an adaptive 4th order Runga-Kutta method with embedded error
estimation was used for integration over time. For collision handling, they used a model
which combines repulsion forces, applied within the solver loop, with impulses to prevent
all collisions before they occur. The metric, which is tuned to be most sensitive along
folds and ignore planar regions, uses projected light to detect surface orientation in real
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and simulated fabrics. The effects of lighting and material reflectance are eliminated by
projecting a structured light pattern of horizontal strips onto the fabric. Simulated
annealing is then used to minimize the frame by frame error function between the metric
for a given simulation and the real-world footage.
Haddon, Forsyth and Parks [2005] presented a program that grouped image folds
according to the predictions of a linearized buckling model of cloth. The base assumption
for their model was that folds in cloth are roughly straight, roughly parallel and roughly
even spaced. Their technique for finding folds was based on a modified local shading
model that assumes a point light source and a uniformly shaded visual hemisphere. They
computed the radiosity at each point resulting from this model while ignoring interreflections. This shading model was used to generate predicted shading cross-sections for
a large collection of folds of random shape. They also used the cross-sections to train a
support vector machine. The result was an orient operator that responds to folds at a
given scale.
Yujun, Jiaxin, Zehong and Yixu [2006] presented a method to combine the fuzzy
system method in machine learning area and the Kawabata Evaluation System (KES) for
parameter learning of virtual garment. Their method consisted of three parts: analyzing
KES data from fabric database, constructing the fuzzy system, and applying the virtual
garment to an application like Maya. They used correlation computation and linear
regression analysis to get the relationship between KES parameters, for the purpose of
reducing the parameters of the fuzzy. Next, they obtained the fuzzy rules and built the
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system to represent the relationship between fabric knowledge and actual animation
parameters. The input of their fuzzy system is human language by the user interface:
stiffness, smoothness and fullness with the converted format of fuzzy variables. The
output was the parameters of the virtual garment for a specific application.
White, Crane and Forsyth [2007] presented a method to capture a full range of
motion with cloth folding and occlusion by using color markers painted onto the cloth
surface. The prevailing strategy of generating information using markers started with
painting a pattern on the cloth surface such that small regions of the pattern were unique.
Next, correspondence would be determined by matching regions across multiple views.
The 3 dimensional location of a region would be determined by intersecting rays through
the corresponding observations in the image set. Reconstruction would then be done
independently on a frame by frame basis and the resulting data is smoothed and
interpolated. White et al. improved this procedure to get more information per marker.
Their goal was to obtain high marker density in the 3-dimensional reconstruction using
the smallest detectable distinctive markers, particularly for regions with high curvature as
present in folds of cloth. They combined information from three cues to establish
correspondence: marker color, neighboring markers and strain constraints in the
reconstruction. They improved the number of bits from each marker observation by
choosing marker colors from a full color-space to print random colored pattern on the
cloth surface, which would maximize the information available for pixel. They computed
correspondence using minimal neighborhoods with an iterative algorithm which
alternates between computing correspondences and pruning bad matches based on those
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correspondences. After each iteration, the algorithm shrinks the size of the neighborhood
used to match. In the final iteration, markers were matched using color and strain alone.
There were two separate strain pruning steps: the first discarded reconstructed points that
cause physically unrealistic strain on the surface of the mesh and the second constrains
the search for correspondence. The mesh for the simulated cloth model is produced by
matching the image markers to markers in the parametric domain. Any holes left in the
model were filled by fitting deformation gradients for the missing sections to a
combination of deformation gradients in other observed sections. The point locations
were then reconstructed from these deformation gradients.
There are downsides to the marker based approach to cloth motion and drape
capture. Aside from being a tedious and time-consuming technique, there are issues such
as the restrictive nature of trying to create garments with unique marker patterns, and the
limitations caused by the different fabric types for printing markers, which makes it
difficult to capture fabric-specific differences in cloth motion. Bradley, Popa, Sheffer,
Heldrich, and Boubekeur [2008] created a method for markerless garment capture. They
used high-definition video cameras set up in a ring configuration to capture the full
garment undergoing a range of motions. The input images were then fed into a customdesigned multi-view stereo reconstruction algorithm to obtain an initial 3-dimensional
mesh for each frame. The resulting meshes contain holes in regions occluded from the
cameras, and each mesh has a different connectivity. Next, a consistent crossparameterization among all the input meshes was computed. Finally, a template mesh,
constructed from a photo of the flattened garment, was used for compatible re-meshing
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and hole filling. They cross-parameterized the template with the input meshes, deformed
it into the pose of each frame mesh, and used the result as the final per-frame surface
mesh. As a result, all the reconstructed per-frame meshes had the same connectivity and
the holes were completed using the appropriate garment geometry.
Kim and Vendrovsky [2008] presented a technique called DrivenShape which
used known correspondences between two sets of shape deformations, and hence
provided an efficient alternative to the expensive deformations involved in cloth
simulation by using pre-computed deformations. They surmised that if a new pose can be
interpolated from a set of key poses, then the same interpolation weights can be used to
obtain target shapes. They started by creating a database consisting of distinct pairs of
pose shape, from real life or keyframed animation, and its corresponding deformed cloth
shape. The pose shape served as the input for their system, which would then reconstruct
corresponding deformation of the cloth shape. There were a few limitations to this
method, namely, linear bending of shapes were not best suited for rotational deformation
and thus generated artifacts such as shrinking cloth shape when blending shapes of
different orientations. These artifacts were observed to diminish as the database became
reasonably dense. Their method also did not recover secondary dynamics because of
which loose-fitting clothes would not appear completely realistic.
The Bhat et al. [2003] method to estimate parameters projects structured light
patterns on fabrics, which would make obtaining accurate values for parameters
impossible for colored and textured fabrics. Kunimoto, Nakamura and Morishima [2010]
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presented a method to optimize cloth simulation parameters by considering the static and
dynamic features of fabrics. They attached only a few markers on the fabric surface at
designated intervals and used a motion capture system to record data. Next, they focused
on the marker coordinates to evaluate shape, the marker velocity to evaluate speed, and
the curvature to evaluate how the fabrics bend for each corresponding vertex. They used
this to generate an error function. They generated authentic looking motion for the
simulated fabrics by minimizing this error function between captured motion data and
synthetic motion. They theorized that animators would be able to easily estimate the
parameters for different types of fabrics using this method.
Wang, O’Brien and Ramamoorthi [2011] generated data-driven elastic models for
cloth by using a simple piecewise linear model that would be a good approximation to
nonlinear anisotropic deformations, which was an extension of Hooke’s law to match a
range of real cloth behavior. They developed measurement techniques for both stretching
and bending behavior of cloth samples. This led to 24 stretching and 15 bending
parameters per sample that were fit by approximation. They measured ten examples of
fabrics for stretching and bending parameters, ranging from compliant to stiff, and from
anisotropic to isotropic. A database was built from these measurements which would
include both raw measurements and fit parameters. They also theorized that the elastic
models in this database could be easily incorporated into existing continuum-based cloth
simulators to generate distinctive wrinkles, folds and drapes, by manually setting
parameters in linear isotropic models.
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As Marla Schweppe [2000] describes in her article, an audience is usually very
familiar with cloth and has certain expectations about the look and behavior of a costume.
If there is any error in fabric movement, the audience may not be able to identify the
issue, but they would definitely be able to sense the wrongness of the scene, thus
breaking the illusion of realism being experienced by them. With the development of
complex cloth models to simulate a variety of fabric behavior, the focus shifts to
developing powerful artists’ tools with the aim to facilitate animators’ and costume
designers’ thought processes. In real life costume design, the factors affecting the drape
and movement of cloth are: the type of fabric, the makeup and treatment of horizontal
fibers (weft) and longitudinal fibers (warp), the cohesion between warp and weft, whether
the fibers are loosely spun or tightly spun, how the fabric is woven, how its treated, how
its draped, the amount of friction, the cut and construction of the garment, any extra
weights and any pleats, tucks, gathers, padding, pressing, steaming etc. These same
factors are translated into various parameters in the animation/simulation software. Given
the multitude of cloth fabrics and clothing, it is always useful for both the application
developers and animators to compare and test the simulated versions with physical
samples of the fabric, particularly in three areas: where the fabric attaches to the body,
where it drapes across the form and any loose edges.
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CHAPTER THREE
METHODOLOGY
Fabric Tests
In theatre, the costume designer selects a fabric for a costume based on several
factors such as the time period, lighting, and the story. Every fabric has a distinct
behavior, which defines the look and drape of a costume, thereby giving insight into the
personality of the character [Schweppe, 2000]. For example, one would never see a
military uniform made out of delicate chiffon, nor would a princess’s gown be made of
heavy wool. Therefore, for the purpose of this thesis, there was a need to study the
behavior of the fabrics of the two selected costumes. Medea’s costume was made of silk
noil and the chorus costume was made from wool crepe. These two fabrics vary greatly
in their look, texture, flow, and draping behavior. Silk noil, as seen in Figure 1(b), has a
rough texture and gentle drape. It is quite similar to cotton in its texture, and unlike usual
silk, it does not have a glossy appearance. Wool crepe is a fabric usually used for making
suits, jackets, slacks and similar wrinkle-free clothing. It is a slightly stiff fabric which
has a surface grained appearance to it. It is recommended for costumes with an
unstructured drape which made it perfect for the chorus costume’s design in Figure 1(a)
[personal communication, K. Johnson, 2013].
To understand the behavior of these two fabrics, the first step was to perform
fabric tests and take photographs and videos as reference. For this purpose, a rectangular
sample of each of the two fabrics were selected and measured. All measurements are to
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be taken in a standard scale and maintained throughout any future measurements. This is
because the models for the costumes and characters would be created in separate Maya
files and then brought together in the main animation scene files. While setting up any
Maya file initially, a scale is set, which is used for all objects within the scene. So, in
order to maintain uniformity across all the files and avoid any future complications in
models, layouts or simulation, the scale was set to a standard of centimeters. The fabric
samples chosen to perform the tests were approximately 114.8cm X 73.5cm
measurements.
Ideally the fabric tests were meant to be conducted in a closed room to control the
effects of external environmental factors such as wind. It was further supposed to be
performed with objects of increasing surface contour complexity to obtain a large sample
space to work with while fine-tuning the parameters for simulation. However, due to lack
of availability, and time and space constraints, the tests were carried out using two
collision objects; a stool and a chair. The different contours and shape of these two
objects still gave the opportunity to observe varied object interaction and draping styles
for each of the fabrics. The tests were still conducted in a closed room with even lighting
which did provide the controlled environment necessary for the procedure. The testing
procedure involved letting the piece of fabric free-fall onto the collision object and settle
into its rest position. The stool with its circular top was symmetrical in nature and thus
generated folds which were similar in all directions. The chair on the other hand
generated folds varying at the seat, the backrest and the overall drape over the chair.
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Photographs were then taken in both cases, from different angles, to record the drape of
the fabric. Figure 2 shows a pair of images with each fabric and surface.

Figure 2: Results of real-world tests performed with the two fabrics on two surfaces.

The next step was to recreate these shots in Maya. A poly-surface was created
according to the measurements taken of the fabric sample. It was sub-divided into
approximately 85x80 smaller sections, which would create the necessary level of detail
required to generate a high resolution cloth simulation in Maya nDynamics for a plane.
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Similarly, the stool and chair were also modeled in Maya using poly-cubes. In the
nDynamics section of Maya, under the nMesh drop-down menu, this surface was
assigned to be an nCloth. The stool and chair models were assigned to be passive
colliders from the same menu. This creates what is known as the Maya Nucleus, which
governs the dynamic behavior of the objects during a simulation. This Nucleus assumes
that the default unit in a Maya scene is in meters, so the parameter called Space scale in
the Nucleus had to be converted according to the measurements being maintained in the
scene during the modeling stage. In this case, it was centimeters, which meant the
parameter had to be scaled down by a 100; hence it was set to 0.01. Another couple of
parameters called Substeps and Max Collision Iterations govern how many times the
Nucleus will perform computational iterations between each time interval. The higher the
value set for these parameters, the greater the accuracy in simulation. For this simulation
both the values were set to 15. Maya nCloth has many parameters which govern the cloth
behavior including collision thickness, self-collision thickness, friction, stickiness, stretch
resistance, compression resistance, bend resistance, mass, lift, drag, damping, stretch
damping, self-collision iterations etc. The cloth object was then simulated with different
set of values for these parameters. The first set of experimental parameters was a
combination of Maya’s default fabric presets. For example, in the case of silk noil fabric,
which has cotton-like behavior, the Maya presets for silk and cotton were mixed in
certain ratios. The first row of images in Figure 3 shows the results of tests performed
with (a) pure silk and (b) pure cotton presets. The resulting simulations were not
satisfactory. In case of the silk preset, the cloth had very little bend resistance and, as can
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be seen in Figure 3(a), lacks the stiffness or friction required for silk noil. Figure 3(b)
shows that pure cotton preset, though having the right amount of friction, did not give the
sort of broader folds which were observed in the real fabric’s tests. To enhance the
behavior, further simulations were carried out with these presets combined in the ratios
of 25:75, 50:50 and 75:25. The resting position achieved with 75:25 silk to cotton ratio
retained the friction and stiffness needed for the final fabric, but other parameters like the
stretch, compression and bend resistances still needed further fine-tuning. Also, when the
simulation was played back, other parameters which control the motion of the cloth like,
the damping, lift and mass also needed modifications to match the behavior observed
with the real fabric. The values for these parameters were then modified till the desired
effect from the real-world reference was observed with the digital cloth as seen in the
Figure 3(c). There were still some differences due to micro-folding and surface texture
differences present in the real cloth, as can be seen in Figure 4 which shows a side-byside comparison of real-world and simulated costume fabrics. These properties had not
been incorporated into the fabric test simulations, because it was noted that they were
minor enough so as to not effect simulations of the digitally constructed costumes. By
performing the simulation with two different collision objects like the stool and the chair,
the parameters could be further refined. Similar steps were carried out for the wool crepe
fabric, starting with the Maya default presets of cotton and burlap, the results of which
are shown in the second row of Figure 3. Both burlap and cotton individually were
observed to have the stretch and compression resistance properties for their combination
to yield satisfactory results. The next resulting combination still didn’t have the right
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amount of bend resistance, lift, mass and damping to match the movements of the real
fabric, which was fixed by further adjustments to these parameters. Thus, the optimum
values were obtained for the parameters of both the fabrics, which are listed in the
Appendix.

Figure 3: Results of fabric simulation tests with different parameters.
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Figure 4: Real and simulated fabrics for the two materials; silk noil and wool crepe.

Character Models and Rigs
To design a costume in theatre, the actor’s measurements are recorded. Similarly,
to design a costume digitally, the character is modeled first. The costume studio in
Clemson’s theatre department maintains records of dress measurements for all the actors
in an ongoing play. The measurements for the two actors playing Medea and the selected
chorus member were noted down. Some of the important measurements required to get
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the accurate models for simulation include height, chest, ribcage, waist, hip, outseam,
inseam, shoulder-to-shoulder, waist-to-floor, and neck-to-floor. Maintaining scale is
extremely important, thus all measurements were taken in centimeters. Following this,
two basic mannequin figures were modeled based on these measurements in Maya.
Figure 5 shows the models for the two characters along with their measurement curves.
These models, which were to act as passive colliders during simulation, were created out
of poly-cubes because nDynamics in Maya requires the collision objects to be polygon
meshes.

Figure 5: Maya models for the two characters.

Once the character models were completed, they needed to be rigged. Rigging is
the process of creating the skeleton structure which will drive the models’ movements
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during animation. Figure 6 displays the completed rig for the chorus character model,
with Figure 7 showing the individual sections in further detail. The Medea character
model has a similar rig structure, so the following description applies to both the rigs.
Under the Animation section in Maya, the joint tool is used to create the base skeletal
structure. The arms and legs of the characters were further set to be controlled by Inverse
Kinematics (IK). To animate the feet in a natural-looking manner, foot-rigs were set up.
For each foot, a rig of three joints was set up such that it aligns with the joints of the foot
from the main rig, except in the opposite direction. Next, the root joint of the foot-rig was
constrained to the IK handle of the leg with a point constraint which linked the
translation of the foot-rig’s root joint to the IK handle’s translation. Next, the other two
bones from the foot-rig were orient-constrained to the two bones they align with from
the main rig. This links the rotation of the respective bones.
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Figure 6: Chorus character rig.

The joints in a rig are never animated directly. Instead, controllers are created and
constrained to various sets of joints, which would later be manipulated to animate the
character. For this project, controllers were created for the arms, legs and parts of the
spine. As shown in Figure 7(a), for the legs (which were assigned IK chains) an outline
of each foot was created using the CV curve tool to act as their controllers. They were
then color coded and positioned at the base of their respective feet for ease of
understanding and use. Their pivots were shifted to the IK handle, which would prevent
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any unnecessary bending during animation. The controllers were constrained to the root
joint of the foot-rig using the point constraint. Since this root joint and its child joints are
point and orient-constrained to the foot bones, this links both the translation and rotation
of the controller with the leg. An extra attribute called foot roll was added to the
controller for the rotation about the ball of the foot, which usually happens during
walking. Similarly, rectangular shapes were created, color-coded and placed surrounding
the hands of the character, as can be seen in Figure 7(b). Their pivots were placed at the
IK handles, to act as the controllers for the IK chains in the arms of the character. The
controllers were point-constrained to the IK handle of each arm to link their translation
attributes. These controllers were further orient-constrained to the bone in the hand to
manage the rotation about the wrists. To obtain control over the direction which the
knees and elbows point, controllers were linked to the each IK handle, using the pole
vector constraint. For ease of understanding, the controllers were created from the text
tool in Maya, The elbow controllers were shaped as the alphabet ‘E’ and color-coded to
indicate if they were assigned to the left or the right arm. Similarly, the knee controllers
were shaped as the alphabet ‘K’ and color-coded. For the model’s hip joint, the controller
was shaped as an arrow and placed around the hip with its pivot placed at the hip joint.
These two are then linked using the parent constraint which provides control over both
the translation and rotation of the joint. As Figure 7(c) shows, for each joint further up
the spine, a separate controller was created and orient-constrained to the joint. For ease of
understanding, these controllers were created from the text tool with the first alphabet
from the name of each joint. These joints were the waist, ribcage, chest, and neck joints.
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An ellipse-shaped controller was also placed around the head and orient-constrained to
the head joint. All these controllers need to share the same parenting hierarchy as the
joints themselves so multiple controller keyframing would not be required during
animation. Hence the hierarchy followed by the controllers, from top to bottom, is: hip,
waist, ribcage, chest, neck and head. Finally, all the controllers were grouped together
under a global controller which was created in the shape of surrounding rectangle with an
arrowhead and placed at the base of the model’s feet. This controller would govern the
overall position, rotation and scale of the rig.

Figure 7: Parts of the character rig.
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The final step in the rigging process is to bind the model’s geometry to the
skeleton. Maya provides three distinctive methods for this purpose. The smooth bind tool
was used to perform the binding in this project. This intuitively binds a joint with its
surrounding geometry from the model. Using the paint skin-weights tool provided by
Maya, the affective area was modified for each bone on the left side of the skeleton.
Figure 8 shows some example of the skin weights painted for (a) the left thigh bone, (b)
the left shoulder bone, (c) the neck and (d) the right ankle bone. The non-black area on
the surface is the affected skin for each bone, with the degree on influence specified by
the value. A value of 1, displayed in white, implies full influence and values ranging
from 0 to 1, shown by a range of gray, imply partial influence. The skin-weights were
then mirrored onto the right side of the model using the mirror skin-weights tool to
maintain uniformity. Once all these steps were completed, the main skeleton need not be
touched for animation purposes and its visibility was turned off for viewing clarity.
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Figure 8: Skin weights painted for different bones.

Costume Design
The process of creating a costume in theatre usually starts with taking the actor’s
measurements, then creating a mock-up from the design, finalizing the fabric, cutting out
the fabric according to the design, and finally stitching these pieces together to generate
the final costume. While the two costumes were being made in the costume shop, each
step was recorded to reproduce it digitally. The first step for digital recreation was to
photograph and measure the fabric cutouts. These cutouts would be used as reference to
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create the base digital models for the costume. Figure 9 shows examples of these cutouts
for the Medea costume’s skirt and waistband. Observing the stitching process also aided
in modeling the costume in Maya, since all the seams, gathers, pleats and folds could be
noted down as they formed. Once this procedure was recorded, the Maya files were set
up. The best way to achieve accuracy in creating a digital costume is to model it around
the corresponding actor’s Maya model. So once the project folder for a costume was set
up, the actor’s model was imported into the scene. Next, the images of the costume from
the front-view, side-view and back-view were input as reference planes into the Maya
file. Maya’s nDynamics system works with polygons, so the costume must be modeled
out of polygon primitives. Measurements in Maya were created as either straight lines or
NURBS curves. The polygon costume models were then created according to these
measurement curves. For example, Medea’s costume has a skirt which can be modeled
using NURBS circles as top and bottom measures, and then lofting a surface set to
polygons, as shown in Figure 10.
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Figure 9: Fabric cutouts for the Medea costume sections.

Figure 10: Construction curves used for Medea's skirt and waistband.
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A big advantage of observing the real costume being stitched is the thorough
knowledge of weight distribution in the costume. For example, seams are places in the
costume where two pieces of fabric are stitched together, thus creating a heavier section
by the overlapping of cloth as well as the stiffness caused by the stitching itself. This can
be reflected in the cloth model by adding extra edges or edge loops at the corresponding
areas. Similarly any embroidery or pleats can also be incorporated by adding an
appropriate number of edges. This helps in avoiding unnecessary complications during
the modeling process. As Figure 11(a) shows, while modeling the chorus costume, the
skirt was given two distinct shapes; the upper part expands out in a pyramid form till
mid-thigh level, then it falls straight down till mid-shin. Adding numerous edge loops at
the connecting parts of these two shapes and also at the four slanting edges down the
shape of the skirt, as shown in Figure 11(b) (an expanded section highlighted in 11(a)),
will make the object retain these hard edges during simulation and give the distinctive
look and folds which were a part of the real costume. The stitching process also helps in
deciding the number of objects the costume can be split into for ease of modeling and
simulation. Though Medea’s costume was a single dress piece in real life, it needed to be
split into three parts; the top, the waistband and the skirt (Figure 11(c)). This is to
accommodate for the variation in the stitching patterns for each of these pieces.
Similarly, the sleeves of Medea’s top were modeled such that it replicates the stitching
on the real top, and hence follow a similar constraint of seams. The highlighted edges in
Figure 11(d), an expanded section of Figure 11(c), show the area where the sleeves are
stitched with the top’s torso section. After completing the models for the individual
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sections of the costumes, each of them were assigned to be nCloth objects in the scene.
The optimum parameter values, derived in the fabric tests, were applied to their
respective costumes in the scene.

Figure 11: Maya models and expanded views for the two costumes.

The initial model of the costume usually will not contain any pleats or gathers.
These are formed as part of the simulation by applying various constraints. Therefore,
once the base models for each individual part of the costume were completed, the next
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step was to convert them into nCloth objects and create these different gathered sections.
For the chorus costume, the dress gathers slightly at the waist which was achieved by
applying two constraints to the model, highlighted in Figure 12(a). First, a transform
constraint was applied to the vertices at the waist; which were then keyed to scale down
by a factor of 0.85 to fit to the waist of the model. Next, this constraint was disabled
while simultaneously enabling a point to surface constraint on the same set of vertices
and the actor’s model. This would ensure that the waist of the dress retained its gathered
look and also maintained their position with respect to the character model during
animation. The top model for the chorus costume also had a set of constraints applied to
avoid penetration issues with the upper layer of the dress. For this purpose, first the top
model was duplicated and skinned to the skeleton, and then the skin-weights from the
actor’s model were transferred onto this duplicate model. Then the original top cloth
model was point-to-surface constrained to this duplicate model, as highlighted in Figure
12(b). For Medea’s costume, the design included a lot of gathering at different places; the
waist, the bust-line, the v-shape at the neck, the back and the gather of the skirt. This
required the application of the transform and point-to-surface constraints individually at
each of these locations, which are all highlighted in Figure 12(c). The transform
constraints were each keyframed to be active for the duration of the scaling and then the
point-to-surface constraints were enabled to hold them in position to the actor’s model.
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Figure 12: Constraints applied to the two costumes.

To verify the accuracy of the cloth parameters, each costume was allowed to
reach, what is known as the rest position, by simulating it over the T-Pose of its
corresponding character model. This rest position was then compared to a reference
image of the costume hanging on a mannequin or with the actor standing straight. Figure
13 shows the two digital costumes rendered in their rest positions. On comparison with
the initial state shown in Figure 11(a) and 11(b), it was observed that the style, drape and
behavior of the simulated costume matched that of the real-life versions. Hence, it was
noted that the parameters obtained from tests performed with a rectangular piece of a
fabric could be translated into working values for a costume made from the same fabric,
when the costume was modeled with conscious attention paid to the real-world
construction procedure.
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Figure 13: Simulated rest positions of the two costumes.

Animation and Simulation
To judge the accuracy of the costumes’ simulated behavior, the best approach
was to compare it with the movement of real costumes from the play. To do so, the
costume rehearsals of the two actors in the play were recorded as animation video
references. Specific scenes, where the character movements would provide a varied set of
cloth movements for testing, were selected and edited to be recreated in Maya. Three
scenes were chosen for each of the two characters, based on the variety of challenges
they would provide for the costumes’ draping behavior. Each scene was roughly 5-10
seconds in length and covered a range of motion including walk cycles, spinning, sitting,
and kneeling.
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Once all the videos are edited, they could be digitally recreated by animating the
rigged models of the two characters. The first step in the animation process was to set up
Maya project files for each animation sequence. The fully rigged character model, for the
requisite scene, was then imported into the scene. Since Maya does not allow importing
video files as reference, the selected videos were first converted to image sequences at a
frame rate of 24 frames per second. To import this sequence into the Maya scene, a polysurface was first created and assigned a standard lambert shader as its texture. The first
image in the image sequence was then imported as a file texture into the color parameter
of the shader. By enabling the image sequence option in the shader, the entire sequence
got linked to the time-slider and could be scrubbed through like any other object in
Maya. The poly-surface was then transformed to match the scale, orientation and position
of the character model. These steps helped ensure that the animation of the model
resembled the real-life actors’ movements as closely as possible.
One essential detail to be included in each Maya scene for cloth simulation is to
ascertain that the costume is already in its resting position over the starting pose of the
model at time frame 0. This is done to avoid any inexplicable movements in the costume
at the beginning of the resulting rendered scene. Hence the first step in the animation
process is to ease the character model into its starting pose over the negative range of the
timeline. To do this, all the controllers of the model were first keyframed at -100 on the
time-line in the model’s default T-pose state. The position was maintained over the next
20 to 30 frames and all the controllers’ attributes were keyframed again. This allowed
enough time for the costume to achieve its resting position on the T-pose of the model.
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The next step was to animate the character to settle into the scene’s start-up pose over a
range of the next 50 frames. The controllers’ attributes were again keyframed with the
exact same values at frame 0 so that the costume will reach its resting position on this
posed model before the actual scene begins. The rest of the scene was animated as per
usual procedure. Starting from time frame 0, the controllers were used to animate the
model according to the imported reference image sequence.
After completing the character animation for a scene, the costume simulation was
performed. The model of the costume was imported from its Maya scene. Writing a
Maya Encoding Language (MEL) script for each costume simplified the simulation set
up process for each new scene and also helped to maintain uniformity across all the
different scenes. This script would convert the costume models into nCloth objects and
the character model into a passive collider. It would assign the cloth attributes, derived in
the designing stage, to the costume models. It also included commands to assign and
keyframe constraints, also described in the design phase, to each part of the costume
models. By executing this script in the scene, all the steps could be performed in a single
command. Next, in the Maya Nucleus created for the scene, the starting timeframe
attribute was set to -100, so that the simulation would start evaluating from this frame
instead of the default frame 1. After setting up the entire scene, the costume was
simulated over the entire time frame, starting from frame -100, and stored in a cache.
These scenes were now ready to be lit and rendered.
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Lighting and Rendering
The manner in which light interacts with the fabric of a costume plays an
important role in the final appearance of the costume. When trying to recreate the scenes
from the play, attempts were made to match the lighting as well. In stage lighting, color
gels are used in the stage lighting equipment to cast colored light onto the scene. Samples
of the color gels were collected from the lighting department of the theatre. To determine
the color of the light used on stage, a torch-light with a xenon lamp was directed through
the sample swatches of the gels [personal communication, T. Penna, 2013]. This is the
instructed method in stage lighting to verify the actual color cast by a gel. Once the
lighting requirements were finalized, the fully animated scenes in Maya could be
illuminated. The lights were created in the scene files according to the 3-point style of
lighting, to act as the key-light, fill-light and bounce-lights [personal communication, T.
Penna, 2013]. The parameters for these spotlights were modified according the
illumination requirements of the scene.
The last step in creating the videos was to render the Maya scenes. The Mental
Ray plug-in renderer was used for this purpose. The scenes were rendered out as image
sequences in HD 720 resolution, which is 1280x720 pixels. Final gathering was enabled
to get the appropriate bounce lighting effect for the cloth. The rendered image sequences
were then converted to movie files using an editing program to obtain the final animated
sequences for the reference videos.
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CHAPTER FOUR
RESULTS
On comparing the rendered results of the animations with the reference videos, it
was observed that costumes were similar in drape and behavior. Commonalities were
observed in the generic behavior of the costumes as demonstrated in the Figures 14 and
15, where the left hand side shows the original costume, and the right hand side image
shows the same frame in the simulated video. The figures display still frames from a
variety of animated movements, each of which lead to distinct cloth-object, and clothcloth interactions. For example, as seen in Figure 14 (a) and 14(b), the simulated costume
for the chorus character bowing achieved the same style of stiffness at borders and broad
folds in the skirt as the real costume. Also, the drape and folds formed when the actor
was walking were attained in the simulations, as displayed by Figure 14(c), 14(d), 14(e)
and 14(f). Similarly, the movement of the Medea’s costume with sudden movements
such as fast strides or sudden stops in movement matched in the simulation and real-life,
as can be seen in Figure 15(a), 15(b), 15(c), and 15(d). The subtle motion of the gathered
sections of Medea’s skirt were also achieved with the derived parameters, as shown in
Figure 15(e), 15(f), 15(g), and 15(h).
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Figure 11: Real and simulated frames for the chorus character.
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Figure 12: Real and simulated frames for Medea.
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There were differences which were also observed in some of the cloth-character
interaction; one of the main reasons being that the character models were created as basic
mannequins without all the details of a human body, such as detailed hands with
individual fingers. For example, the scene frame shown in Figure 16(a) has the chorus
actor sitting down, during which she pulls up her dress till her knees using both her
hands. This leads to a complex cloth-object interaction which could not be recreated with
the current character models. Figure 16(b) shows the result of the very basic interaction
between the mannequin model’s hands and the dress, which wasn’t able to generate
enough friction or force to pull the dress, but only resulted in artifacts due to
interpenetrations. Similarly, as shown by Figure 16(c) and 16(d), the scene where Medea
kneels down also has her holding her skirt during the movement, which was again
simulated as a very basic object interaction, rather than the complex collisions it actually
would contain in real life. Hence, the simulated scene differs from the original because
the character model cannot hold onto the skirt, and only causes interpenetration artifacts
in the simulated cloth.
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Figure 13: Differences in real and simulated behavior.

A major part of the final simulated videos did demonstrate that the simulation
parameters obtained from simple fabric tests can be used for performing costume
simulation. By following a procedure where the costume will be modeled digitally by
following real-life costume construction process, additional complex property-painting
and scripting can be avoided.
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CHAPTER FIVE
CONCLUSION
In attempting to recreate digital costumes from real-world data obtained from the
stage production Medea, it was found that the following series of steps creates an
efficient pipeline for costume simulation. Conducting experiments to test the fabrics
finalized for the costumes and comparing with digital recreations of the tests, helped in
deriving refined simulation parameters. By gaining knowledge on how a costume is
constructed in real-world, it could be efficiently modeled in Maya, without unnecessary
complications with painting vertex and texture properties. Observing the creation of
pleats, gathers, folds, seams etc also helped to decide how the digital costume can be split
into sections and how constraints can be created for each section to result in the final
look of the costume. By writing a script to execute these same constraints over all the
scene files for animation, uniformity could be maintained within the pipeline. Finally, the
parameters derived from the fabric tests could be saved as presets and then directly
applied to the digital costume models and generate satisfactory results in the animated
scene files.
The simulations matched with the real-life reference for the most part. The
majority of drape and animated behavior were observed to be synchronized with the
original videos. Differences were present due to the character models being simplified
mannequins instead of realistic human models. Another factor to cause variations is that
the scenes were hand animated by using the original videos as visual reference. So
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discrepancies in synchronizing the more subtle movements of secondary animation also
led to disparity in the simulation.
The method used in this project to simulate costumes can be further improved
upon by employing some additional measures to ensure realism. Performing further
collision tests with collision objects of various shapes would help refine the simulation
parameters for each fabric. By creating character models which are highly detailed and
realistic, the cloth-object interactions will be much more accurate. Using a motioncapture system to generate the movements of the digital character would increase the
accuracy of animation, thereby dispelling inconsistencies between the real-life and
simulated movements. This would ensure that cloth-object interaction in the simulation
happens exactly as it does in the reference video. Thus, by incorporating these changes in
a digital scene, highly realistic costume simulations can be generated.
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APPENDIX
Maya nCloth Parameters for Medea Cloth Fabric - Silk Noil:
Maya Preset initial combination: 75% silk and 25% t-shirt (cotton)
Modified nCloth Parameters:


Thickness

:

0.200



Self Collide Width Scale

:

2.200



Friction

:

0.200



Stickiness

:

0.1



Stretch Resistance

:

95



Compression Resistance

:

3



Bend Resistance

:

0.04



Mass

:

0.2



Lift

:

0.001



Drag

:

0.01



Damp

:

0.05



Stretch Damp

:

0



Max Self Collision Iterations :
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15

Maya nCloth Parameters for Chorus Cloth Fabric – Wool Crepe:
Maya Presets initial combination: 50% burlap and 50% t-shirt (cotton)
Modified nCloth Parameters:


Thickness

:

0.300



Self Collide Width Scale

:

3.700



Friction

:

0.300



Stickiness

:

0.1



Stretch Resistance

:

100



Compression Resistance

:

20



Bend Resistance

:

1.500



Mass

:

0.35



Lift

:

0.001



Drag

:

0.01



Damp

:

0.2



Stretch Damp

:

0.1



Max Self Collision Iterations :

15
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